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Abstract
This paper deals with changes in farming
systems and nature conservation. The
main questions asked are:
� How are changes in farming systems

influenced by agri-environmental
schemes (AES)?

� What makes AES successful?
� Which criteria can be used to target

schemes and to evaluate their
effectiveness?

Focus is on grassland-based farming sy-
stems in mountainous areas; the present
situation and the relevant trends in Ger-
many; the immediate and longer term
effects on nature conservation; the que-
stion why a detailed understanding of the
ecological links between farming practi-
ces and wildlife value is necessary in
order to formulate clear and effective
policies.
The paper starts with a brief overview
of trends in agricultural structures and
production conditions in relevant regi-
ons of Germany. A major trend, the con-
tinuing concentration of crop and live-
stock production in areas with intensive
farming and the decoupling of less fa-
voured areas from mainstream produc-
tion, is discussed. The corresponding
changes in farming systems and their
impact on biodiversity provide the back-
ground for a discussion of the ex-
periences with AES. The question of
assessing the �success� of AES is discus-
sed in terms of the expected changes and
a comparison with the actual outcome.
In the conclusions it is emphasized that
AES cannot overcome mainstream eco-

nomics, because by their very nature they
should be site-specific and focused on
particular problems and potentials. A si-
gnificant deficit is seen in the lack of
complementary programmes which sup-
port investments aimed at the promoti-
on of structural and long-term changes.
Examples are the improvement of more
decentralized, regional and local marke-
ting structures, and the  the establishment
of biotope networks in mixed farming
areas.

1. Changes in farming
systems and their
impacts on biodiversity

1.1 Trends in agricultural struc-
tures and production systems

Agricultural change can be characteri-
zed by the continuing concentration of
crop and livestock production in areas
with intensive farming and the decou-
pling of less favoured areas from main-
stream production. Mixed farming used
to be the dominant type of farming in
almost every German region until the
early 1950s. With market conditions and
policy as driving forces, improved tech-
nologies and extension, farmers turned
their farms into specialised production
systems. Today mixed and traditional
low external input farming systems have,
in terms of production, almost comple-
tely been replaced by more intensive
systems and by large- scale farming.
As for grassland-based farming systems
there has been a strong tendency towards
the abandonment of semi-intensive mi-
xed farming with dairy cows as well as
of rough grazing systems with sheep.
The general trend is that the meadows
which are remaining in production are
intensively managed. Grassland used as
pastures has decreased substantially.

Simultaneously, dairy farming has mo-
ved from more hilly grassland areas - the
traditional beef and milk producing are-
as - to more central mixed farming areas
with more capital intensive indoor pro-
duction systems.1  Modern milk and beef
production is characterized by relative-
ly high inputs of silage maize (which has
a much higher labour productivity than
grazing systems) and concentrate feed.
Where grassland still plays a role it will
be highly intensive systems with 2-3 cuts
per year mainly for silage, and over 200
kg nitrogen fertilizer per hectare. With
the more restrictive milk market policies
(milk quota, outgoers premium for dairy
farmers) a slight increase in suckler cows
can be observed particularly in the more
mountainous grassland areas. Recently,
this trend was supported by the BSE cri-
sis and the corresponding consumer re-
actions and increased demand for high
quality beef.
1.2 Impacts on biodiversity
Changes in farming systems are inevi-
tably linked with impacts on biodiversi-
ty. Regionally, they led to the loss of rich-
ly structured and ecologically valuable
landscapes and to an unprecedented re-
duction of species diversity manifesting
itself visibly in the Red Lists of endan-
gered plant and animal species. With the
decline in traditional farming systems
their very significant contribution to the
enrichment of biodiversity was lost too.
In the Convention on Biological Diversi-
ty (Articles 6b, 7c, 10a and b, and 14) and
the European Union�s 5th Environment
Action Programme agriculture has been
identified as one of the key sectors im-
pacting on the natural environment. ECNC
(1997) describes the situation as follows:
Europe�s biological and landscape di-
versity is one of our greatest riches. It is

1 See for example Baldock et al. 1996, European
Commission 1997, Knickel 1994, 1997, and SRU
1985.
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a heritage passed down to us over thou-
sands of years and linked to other natu-
ral systems worldwide. We have a shared
responsibility to pass this heritage on to
future generations as a diverse and sus-
tainable system. Europe�s natural diver-
sity is in decline, however, the decline is
rapid and continuing. Across the conti-
nent, valuable and characteristic habi-
tats are suffering serious damage; this
has led to decline in the diversity, num-
ber and range of a wide variety of spe-
cies, habitats and landscapes. Traditio-
nal man-made landscapes, as well as
natural and semi-natural habitats of
European importance such as coastal zo-
nes, marine areas, wetlands, forests,
mountain areas and grasslands, are un-
der threat; so are many wild plant and
animal species. The most obvious issues
are changes in land use, and reduction in
area of natural and semi-natural habitats,
with their resulting fragmentation.
In the study Europe�s Environment: The
Dobris Assessment (EEA 1995) indica-
tes that the abandonment of traditional
farming systems has been the major cau-
se for the deterioration of landscapes and
the natural environment on the Pan-Euro-
pean level. Traditional farming has given
way to intensive agriculture, a process
accelerated by subsidies. Most semi-na-
tural, species rich grasslands and breeding
areas for meadow birds were lost.
In terms of agricultural practices, man-
agement intensification as well as the
complete abandonment of farming are
both threats for biodiversity. The preci-
se connections between the loss of bio-
diversity and agricultural change are seen
above all in the extension of field units
and loss of field margins, drainage, con-
version of grassland to arable land in
lowland areas, the intensification of ani-
mal husbandry, and high levels of ferti-
lizer and pesticide use. A comprehensive
review of the interdependencies between
agriculture, environmental protection and
the conservation of wildlife and landscape
in Germany was provided in 1985 by the
Council of Environmental Advisors to the
Federal Government with a more recent
edition in 1996 (SRU, 1985, 1996).
With respect to a reduction of conflicts
and negative impacts it is still a predo-
minant position that agricultural produc-
tion should be concentrated on the best,
most fertile land so that the marginal land

can be preserved for wildlife and natu-
ral areas (�segregation model�). The al-
ternative �integration model� recognizes
the vital role of agriculture for the ma-
nagement of landscapes and semi-natu-
ral habitats as well as for the maintenance
of biological diversity. The aim then is
to work towards reintegrating agriculture
into ecosystems, for example by stimu-
lating an environmentally friendly ma-
nagement of agricultural land, including
organic farming methods. Cropping sy-
stems that are in harmony with the eco-
system and that allow to crop the land
and to provide habitats for wildlife in the
same hectare need to be developed and
supported through agri-environmental
policy (see section 4).
The maintenance of cultivated land-
scapes is a good example that shows that
integration is a necessary precondition
for the conservation of ecosystems and
landscapes, traditionally linked to agri-
cultural production.
Figure 1 gives a simplified picture of the
agricultural system which is characteri-
zed by socio-economic, political, and
ecological sub-systems which are close-
ly interrelated.

2. Aims and effectiveness
of agri-environmental
schemes (AES)

2.1 Aims
AES under Council Regulation (EEC)
2078/92 reflect the strategy to integrate

environmental concerns in all Commu-
nity policies. Article 1 of Reg. 2078/92
refers to three objectives: (1) contributi-
on to a reduction of agricultural produc-
tion, (2) protection of the environment
and (3) income support of farmers (�con-
tribute to providing an appropriate inco-
me for farmers�). The income objective
can be linked to environmental goals in
so far as it relates to an income sufficient
for continuing farming and avoiding land
abandonment, which is an important goal
from an environmental point of view.
The Regulation acknowledges that far-
mers have an important function as ste-
wards of the countryside. Its main aim is
to encourage higher environmental stan-
dards of land use. The cost of the program-
mes is shared between the European Com-
mission and the Member States.

2.2 Uptake and experiences
The following review of uptake of AES
as well as the assessment of effects and
experiences is based on a desktop ana-
lysis of a wide range of evaluation stu-
dies and a range of complementary in-
formation sources. The sources include
evaluation reports at EU level, particu-
larly the reports submitted to DG XI in
1998 (BALDOCK et al 1998) and the
research report �Implementation and ef-
fectiveness of agri-environmental sche-
mes established under Regulation 2078/
92� (SCHRAMEK et al. 1999) as well
as national reports such as the evaluati-
on of the 2078/92 programmes in Ba-
den-Wuerttemberg, Bavaria and Hessen.

Figure 1: External conditions, changes in grassland-based farming systems
and impact on the environment

x = more important correlations; (x) = only limited direct connections; other: no direct interrelationsships.
Source: Own compilation
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Uptake of the measures is relatively high
in Germany, particularly if compared
with the situation in most other EU mem-
ber states. In the period 1993-1996 an
amount of 1.1m ECU was paid to far-
mers under 2078/92, of which 0.6m ECU
came from the EU-Budget. The total
agricultural area involved was just abo-
ve 5 million hectares (BMELF, 1996). In
1997, approx. 37 per cent of total UAA
was under 2078/92. Generally, however,
there is a very substantial regional diffe-
rentiation in uptake rates ranging from
1.3 per cent (Schleswig-Holstein) to 87
per cent of total UAA (Bavaria) (1996).
Other Laender with high uptake rates are
Saxony with 64 per cent, Baden-Wuert-
temberg with 56 per cent and Saarland
with 41 per cent.

From the total permanent grassland area
of almost 6 million hectares (35% of
UAA), 1.35 million hectares or 23 per
cent were under 2078/92 in 1996. Pre-
mia for grassland are on average 140
ECU/ha with a maximum of almost 500
ECU/ha for very restrictive management
agreements. An important factor affec-
ting the scale and intensity of grassland
use, and - related to that - the participa-
tion in grassland-related measures is the
common market and price policy. With
the reductions in cereal prices as part of
the 1992 reform of the Common Agri-
culture Policy of the EU (CAP) (and the
resulting price reductions for concentra-
tes) as well as the premia paid for silage

maize, the competitive position particu-
larly of traditional grassland-based sy-
stems has worsened, an effect which is
only partly compensated by the 2078/92
premia. As a result roughage is on most
farms restricted to the essential minimum
feeding requirements.
Table 1 presents the measures which re-
late specifically to grassland-based far-
ming systems. The most important pro-
blems addressed with the measures are
related to the intensification of grassland
management, drainage, irrigation, plou-
ghing, the use of fertilizers, and bioci-
des and land abandonment.
The general trend for all AES in Germa-
ny is that the highest uptake can be found
in regions that have higher proportions
of lower productivity land (Mittelge-
birgsregionen; upland and montainous
regions) accompanied by livestock far-
ming (mainly sheep and cattle farms).
Uptake in intensively used regions with
greater proportions of fertile arable land
is relatively low. Particularly, measures
which require significant adjustments
and/or a significant level of investment
find less acceptance. In regions with hig-
her uptake production systems often had
been extensive even before the introduc-
tion of the schemes.
In regions with higher uptake production
systems often had been extensive even
before the introduction of the schemes.
The German Farmers Association em-
phasizes that farmers are active and sup-

porting as long as the agreements are vo-
luntary, and if premiums are sufficiently
attractive. Farmers� reluctance con-
cerning the adoption of measures which
support the conversion to organic far-
ming is partly explained by the relative-
ly low financial incentives. Probably
more important is the fact that marke-
ting channels for organic produce are still
too weak.

Some regulations underlying AES agree-
ments appear unduly restrictive and a
higher degree of flexibility could result
in substantial benefits. The kind of re-
strictions partly explains poor take-up
rates. A particular problem is that far-
mers� decision-making includes decisi-
ons on long-term land use such as drai-
nage, irrigation, conversion of arable to
grassland (or the opposite), abandon-
ment, and afforestation as well as short-
term management decisions about choice
of crops, level and type of inputs, gra-
zing, mowing etc (ANDERSON et al.
1999). Most measures, however, do not
relate to considerations of long-term
farm development.

Other agreements such as the support
given to integrated farming are not suf-
ficiently clear and restrictive in environ-
mental terms. They merely provide an
additional income to the farmers. When
considering the results on uptake and
performance effects, 2078-measures in
intensively farmed areas are less effec-
tive in terms of participation rates and

Table 1: Measures relating specifically to grassland-based farming systems

No. Type Description
1. Extensification of grassland (according to Reg. 2078/92, Art. 2.1b+c) This group comprises (i) extensification schemes that aim at

reducing nutrient inputs, erosion, livestock density (protection
of abiotic resources); and (ii) schemes addressing the
preservation of specific biotopes, habitats, animals or plant
types in specific areas (protection of biotic resources).

2. Reduction of livestock density s.a.
3. Conversion to or maintenance of organic farming (Art. 2.1a) All measures that promote organic farming according to Reg.

2092/91. Additional conditions are: no conversion of grassland
into arable farming land and restrictions regarding livestock
keeping. The measure can be applied only to the whole farm.

4. Protection of the environment, natural resources, and maintenance of Measures aimed at the conservation and development of bio-
the countryside (Art. 2.1d) topes in high quality natural areas.

5. Rearing of local breeds in danger of extinction (Art. 2.1d) Special measures to preserve animals or specific breeds.
6. Maintenance of abandoned areas Measures to maintain abandoned fields; they are often part of

a cultural landscape programme (Kulturlandschaftsprogramm)
7. Maintenance of traditional farming systems / land use Measures aimed at the maintenance of traditional and often

region-specific agricultural farming systems and land use
types.

8. Basic support for environmentally sound land use Bavaria and Saxony offer a so-called basic support meant as
a basic payment for the maintenance of the cultural land-
scape (Grundfoerderung).

Source: Own compilation
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area under contract. However, for this
relatively small group of participating
farmers improvement effects of 2078-
measures upon the farm management
have been obtained (ANDERSON et al.
1999).
Synergy effects between CAP compen-
sation payments and Reg. 2078/92 can
be observed in areas dominated by per-
manent grassland, particularly in Less
Favoured Areas (LFAs). CAP compen-
sation payments for beef, suckler cows,
and sheep support the continuation of
extensive farming in these areas, and
thereby help maintain traditional farming
landscapes with high biodiversity
(GROIER & LOIBL 1999).

2.3 Effectiveness
Relevant criteria for evaluating the
effectiveness of AES are: uptake rates;
actual changes achieved (in farming pat-
terns, in production systems / practices);
stabilization of (often more traditional)
high value systems; environmental ef-
fects and effects on nature protection
(immediate and longer term); changes in
attitudes; achievement of structural ad-
justments (in farm structure / farm de-
velopment strategies); farm income ef-
fects (microlevel; absolute and relative);
cost effectiveness of schemes (macrole-
vel: administration and control costs);
and the public support for the scheme.
Both the maintainance of farm lands-
capes and farming systems which have
proven their environmental value and the
reduction of environmental problems can
help to raise the environmental quality
of the European agricultural environ-
ment. Some specific findings:
! A large proportion of Reg. (EEC)
2078/92 measures are adressed towards
protecting and enhancing the cultural
landscape. It reflects the fact that the
economic support of marginal agricul-
tural activities and compensation for

natural handicaps have been a central
concern in national agri-environmental
policy agendas. 2078-measures represent
an important income source in extensive-
ly farmed areas, and, subsequently, have
a high impact on the survival of the farms
in these areas. The main policy driving
force in this case is the fact that the envi-
ronment is threatened by abandonment
and loss of cultivated or grazed land. The
same strategy can be observed in respect
of the implementation of Less Favoured
Areas (LFAs) policy, as LFA-policy tar-
gets particular landscape-farming systems
(such as extensive grazing on alpages) rat-
her than economically marginal territories
(BULLER 1999).2

" The limited effectiveness of measu-
res related to integrated farming indica-
tes that there is a particular need for
clearly specified environmental objecti-
ves. Since at European level it is hardly
possible to be more specific, it is neces-
sary that Member States and regions
define measures with specific environ-
mental objectives in sufficient detail. A
differ-entiation of the objectives of AES
is in particular needed for different lands-
cape and land use systems. This is often
not the case (CARLSEN 1999).

# The support given for a conversion
to organic farming has been very attracti-
ve for farmers. The farmers switching to
organic production have seen their output
per unit area decrease by around a quar-
ter. On the other hand, the prices paid for
organic produce are usually higher than
for traditional produce. Although the de-
mand for organic products has risen ra-
pidly in recent years, their marketing still
leaves a lot to be desired. The small
amounts produced and the fact that orga-
nic produce is not always available makes
it less attractive to retail traders, the food
industry or wholesalers. In fact, a large
percentage is sold directly to consumers.

$ Experience shows that a significant
proportion of farmers are willing to co-
operate with local authorities in the fra-
mework of AES. Agreement holders ge-
nerally regard the schemes as a secure
source of additional income at a time of
considerable pressure on producer pri-
ces. In most cases renewal of agreements
is likely (>80 per cent of agreement hol-
ders). Hovever, at the same time relative-
ly few non-agreement holders are likely

to enter into AES in the foreseeable fu-
ture. Payment levels are sometimes a less
important issue in the decision to parti-
cipate than the farmer�s perception of the
changes required or the uncertainty re-
garding possible income effects (which
is often linked with a lack of suitable
marketing channels for higher quality
products). Payments alone do not seem
to be sufficient to motivate these farmers
to join the schemes. The studies available
indicate that it is necessary to identify the
more precise linkages between socio-eco-
nomic systems and agro-ecosystems, i.e.
stakeholder interests, constraints and op-
portunities, in order to set priorities and
design measures accordingly.
% With regard to land use changes,
such as converting arable to grassland,
farmers often need a long-term perspec-
tive which is not the case for changing
simple management practices. Thus land
use changes in general are made as far
as there is a perspective for several years
whereas the intensity of farming more
easily can be changed year by year. From
the point-of-view of environmental sus-
tainability, therefore, effects on land use
are more effective compared to mana-
gement effects (ANDERSON et al.
1999).

The available data on scheme uptake and
effectiveness can be summed up as fol-
lows:
� uptake rates of 2078/92 measures are

rather high in most German regions;
however, measures which require more
significant farm structural adjustments
have very low rates of uptake;

� actual changes achieved in farming
patterns are for some measures such
as the conversion to organic farming
very positive; however, the common
market and price policy and other mea-
sures still have a more pronounced
influence on production systems and
farming practices;

� AEP are particularly important in
terms of the stabilization of (usually
more traditional) high value systems
in many LFAs;

� positive effects on nature protection
could be substantially improved if
measures were more site-specific and
result-oriented in terms of flora and
fauna, key species, habitats, etc.;

2 In Britain, the links between Less Favoured Areas
(LFA) policy, upland grazing systems and envi-
ronmentally sensitive areas (ESAs) is clear-cut.
Similarly in France a large proportion of the ori-
ginal ESAs designated in the late 1980s and ear-
ly 1990s are to be found in the mountain zones of
the south east as is also the case for Germany.
Indeed, in this latter country by far the highest
proportions of farmers participating in agri-envi-
ronmental schemes are found in the upland regi-
ons of the south (BULLER 1999).
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� changes in attitudes among farmers are
hard to assess but 2078/92 is clearly
contributing to a better understanding
of environmental values and to a bet-
ter collaboration between farmers and
conservationists;

� more emphasis should be given to pro-
mote structural adjustments on farms
and to change farm development stra-
tegies; very important in this respect
is the continuity of programmes and
the improvement of the market poten-
tial for products from environmental-
ly friendly farming;

� farm income effects are generally po-
sitive; for all measures there is at least
a compensation of income losses, in
some programme areas there is over-
compensation and/or freerider effects;

� the cost effectiveness of AEP can be
improved when the CAP as a whole
becomes more consistent (through e.g.
removal of premia for silage maize);
some regulations are unnecessarily
complicated and/or may better be im-
plemented at a lower (local) level;

� public support for AEP is generally
positive, particularly when compared
with market and price policies and with
other subsidies.

3. Improving the
effectiveness of AES

The more recent development of the
Common Agriculture Policy of the Eu-
ropean Union (CAP) is characterized by
a reduction of market and price support
and an increase of resources devoted to
AES. Another policy adjustment initia-
ted with Agenda 2000 will link the aid
for LFAs more closely with the principles
of AES. Both changes are expressions
of a trend towards a simpler, more under-
standable and more justifiable agricul-
tural policy, and an increasing emphasis
on the so-called European model for ag-
riculture. Besides aiming at a com-
petitive agriculture sector the main lines
of this model are (European Commissi-
on 1997):
� production methods which are sound

and environmentally friendly, able to
supply quality products of the kind the
public wants;

� diverse forms of agriculture, rich in
tradition, which are not just output-

oriented but seek to maintain the vi-
sual amenity of the countryside as well
as vibrant and active rural communi-
ties, generating and maintaining em-
ployment.

3.1 AES cannot overcome
mainstream economics

AES cannot overcome mainstream eco-
nomics, because by their very nature they
should be site-specific and focused on
particular problems and potentials. The
direction and dynamics of agricultural
change, and, related to that, the inconsi-
stencies in the overall CAP need to be
taken into account when assessing the
effectiveness of AES for at least two re-
asons:
� First, the development of excessively

intensive farming practices and the
specialisation of agricultural produc-
tion (at regional and farm levels), has
over a long time been driven by eco-
nomic signals sent by national govern-
ments and the CAP. Undesirable prac-
tices and farm structures have to a
considerable extent developed under
the conditions of the CAP, and there
still remain very substantial incentives
to specialize and to intensify, thus
counteracting AEP.

� Second, any concentration and inten-
sification of production in some regi-
ons (with the resulting environmental
problems) necessarily mean that other
(usually more marginal) regions loose
production functions and income
opportunities (cf. KNICKEL & PRIE-
BE 1997, KNICKEL 1998). It follows
that any stabilization of certain tradi-
tional farming systems without major
changes in overall economic frame-
work conditions (prices, costs, mar-
kets) and without major farm structu-
ral changes requires very significant
permanent subsidies.

3.2 AES should explicitely
support integration and
sustainable farming systems

Many of the proposed measures do not
consider the agricultural system as a
whole, instead only focus on a sub-sy-
stem or a specific aspect of farming. The
consequence of this may well be that the
positive aspects for the environment,
achieved by compliance with com-
mitments under AES, are neutralized by

activities carried out on the rest of the
farm. ANDERSEN et al. (1999) recom-
mend that while the environmental ob-
jectives might be focused on a subsystem
within the farm they should also regula-
te the activities on the rest of the farm
so as to prevent negative interactions
with the target activities. KNICKEL and
SCHRAMEK (1999) stress that the de-
sign of AES measures should consider
the farming system as a functional unit.
The term sustainable agriculture compri-
ses a number of relevant whole-farm-
concepts such as low-input agriculture,
organic farming, regenerative agricul-
ture, bio-dynamic farming, ecological
agriculture, and the like. Linking pay-
ments directly to more lasting changes
in farming systems and to environmen-
tal outcomes rather than to short term
adjustments in management practices
offers the best chance for an efficient
policy. Figure 2 illustrates different le-
vels of integration of agricultural and
environmental goals.

Site-specific farming refers to the degree
of �appropriateness� of a farming tech-
nique for a specific site and time, accor-
ding to the ecological and socio-econo-
mic conditions of the location. The aim
being to apply ecological concepts, so-
cio-economic needs and principles to the
design and management of sustainable
agricultural systems that are built upon
the knowledge and culture of the local
people.

Agricultural landscapes are linked with
certain types and intensities of land use
thus making patterns of farming (farming
systems) visible. Semi-natural systems
are dependent for their integrity on the
continuation of certain human activities.
Dairy farms using rotational grazing are
capable of producing as much milk per
hectare as conventional farms, while pro-
viding improved habitat for grassland
wildlife, such as meadowlarks. It is not
a perfect solution in terms of conserva-
tion, because disturbance by grazing catt-
le can reduce nesting success. However,
habitat quality is clearly better than the
large maize fields of conventional dairy
farms. The overall result thus is positive.
Integration is an approach that allows
agriculture to remain part of a
functioning agro-ecosystem; even thou-
gh such cropping systems are not as pro-
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ductive as high-input systems based on
silage maize and high levels of purcha-
sed feed concentrates. At the landscape
level agricultural activity can be integra-
ted with biodiversity protection and ma-
nagement by incorporating mosaics of
agricultural landscape characterized by
small fields, shelter-belts, stretches of
meadows, small ponds in fields and mar-
shes showing very high biological di-
versity.
Agriculture has changed and will never
be the same as in the �good old days�.
The challenge is to progress towards
sustainable farming systems with a
sound use of approporiate agricultural
technology and a careful, efficient use
of natural resources. The aim must be to
use the ecological knowledge that is availa-
ble in order to link long-term economic
viability with environmental quality.

3.3 AES need to provide a
regionally differentiated
support framework

The promotion of large-scale agriculture
based on uniform crop varieties and high
input farming techniques has largely
ignored heterogeneity, both environmen-
tal and socio-economic, that characteri-
ses farming systems. It is therefore im-
portant that the pronounced regional
variation of agriculture and of types and
intensities of land use is reflected in a
rather broad and yet regionally differen-
tiated agri-environmental policy frame-
work. Regionally targeted measures are
potentially more effective, as they are
usually designed for more specific envi-
ronmental objectives, and are better ad-
apted to local conditions. An overall re-
duction in levels of mineral fertilizer
application, in contrast, can more ef-
ficiently be promoted in a more cost ef-
fective way by economic instruments
(such as a levy on mineral fertilizer).
A particular advantage of AES is that
they have the potential to be very region
specific. The variations in Laender pro-
grammes in Germany reflects diffe-

rences in agricultural, infrastructural,
and regional structures, in experiences
with earlier programmes and policies, the
particular political and institutional si-
tuation, traditions, the particular environ-
mental problems and the available finan-
cial means. Schemes and payment levels
need to be differentiated to reflect the
specific environmental objectives and
the situation of farming in the particular
area. Horizontal measures should focus
on more general objectives such as edu-
cation and training (ANDERSEN et al.
1999). Local agencies should be allowed
the discretion and budget to design and
implement at least smaller components
of AES without higher level (ministerial)
authorisation.

3.4 AES need to be part of
integrated RD programmes

The new EU Regulation on Rural De-
velopment (Reg. 1257/1999) recasts all
the rural development schemes within a
single framework, providing Member
States with an opportunity of defining
the priorities themselves and making
their own choices among the schemes
contained in the Regulation. These
choices are to be incorporated into an
overall programming frame.
While AES should play a very important
role in RD strategies other policy instru-
ments can be positively linked with
AES.1  Environmentally friendly agricul-
ture should be considered as one of the
main pillars for sustainable rural de-
velopment. The integration of these dif-
ferent policies is very important since the
success of AES is often dependent on
other investment, training or marketing
related measures. The RD Regulation

provides the chance to improve the inte-
gration of existing structural and regio-
nal policy instruments such as the LFA
scheme, LEADER, and Objective 1 and
Objective 2-programmes (formerly Ob-
jective 5b-programmes) with AES
(GROIER & LOIBL 1999).
The aim must be to make policies for
the conservation of biological and lands-
cape diversity mutually supportive with
structural and regional policies, especi-
ally in the field of rural economy and
extensive agriculture, thus changing the
mainstream of fund-assisted develop-
ment to sustainable development. With
the RD Regulation measures in support
for farming in LFAs can be favourably
linked with a remuneration for agri-en-
vironmental activities, and with support
for investments in processing and mar-
keting facilities. At the same time AES
can contribute to a sustainable and diver-
sified use of renewable resources and the
development of rural businesses and re-
creational activities (rural / green tourism).

3.5 AES are more effective when
linked with food quality and
marketing initiatives

While �conventional� or �mainstream�
agriculture gives primacy to the econo-
mics and profitability of farming within
a national and global context, sustaina-
ble agriculture implies a concern with the
economic, environmental, and commu-
nity aspects of farming within a local and
regional context. The establishment and
improvement of more decentralized, re-
gional and local marketing structures, is
an important aspect of this.
An increasing number of farmers and
farmers� organisations produce regional

3 BALDOCK et al. (1996) stress that, in terms of
agri-environmental policy concerns for main-
taining agricultural activities and, as a result, ru-
ral community viability in marginal and handi-
capped regions have married well with the emer-
ging European interest in �High Nature Value�
farming and �High Natural Value areas�.

Figure 2: Levels of integration of agricultural and environmental goals (Sour-
ce: KNICKEL, 1999a, b)

landscape / biotope
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nature protection standards above GAP
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quality products in a way which benefits
the environment, nature, and the land-
scape. Food quality systems should be
used to continuously improve the quali-
ty of products and operations in coope-
ration with farmers. The retail trade must
ensure that the quality of foodstuffs
meets consumer expectations, and it
must be able to respond to demand, en-
sure the safety of foodstuffs, act ef-
ficiently in accordance with sustainable
development, and strive for greater trans-
parency. Increasingly, AES are being
seen not only as vehicles for environ-
mental enhancement, but also as a po-
tentially important factor in marketing.
The purity and safety, and high quality
of livestock products from mountainous
grassland areas should in this context be
seen as a unique chance.

3.6 AES need to include suitable
training components

Effective implementation and adoption
of AES is largely dependent upon de-
monstrating their value to farmers. Lo-
cal meetings for land mangers to explain
the schemes are an effective way of
increasing interest and ultimately parti-
cipation. The experience shows that it is
particularly necessary to educate farmers
with regard to environmental concerns
and with regard to identifying and ex-
ploiting new marketing opportunities
(ANDERSEN et al. 1999). In particular
in view of achieving durable changes in
agricultural production models, farmers
need to be convinced of the agronomic
as well as the environmental and territo-
rial value of AES. Training should build
upon local knowledge and experience.
Indoor sessions on topics such as inno-
vations in weed management and ecolo-
gical principles of grazing should be
complemented with farm visits. Too of-
ten presented as �new�, �different� or
�alternative� approaches to agricultural
management, agri-environmental tech-
niques need to be rooted in current far-
mer knowledge and experience, and in
local conditions. Simultaneously adviso-
ry services need to work within the con-
text of local experience and local con-
cerns. This is not always the case, parti-
cularly for schemes that have been �con-
structed� nationally and are merely im-
plemented locally (BULLER & BRIVES
1999).

Making durable changes to farm mana-
gement practices is often a multi-year
process, as management decisions ope-
rate generally in the context of one-year
cycles. Hence training should be ongoing
and reinforcing, rather than an occasio-
nal seminar in a distinct educational cen-
tre. Those charged with the establish-
ment and the implementation of AES
need to take a more proactive role in
creating suitable networks for the ex-
change and sharing of experiences in
AES management and participation.
BULLER & BRIVES (1999) stress that
the establishment of a sustainable equi-
librium between agricultural production,
environmental protection and rural em-
ployment will in the long-term depend
upon the recognition of mutual interests,
the strengthening of local territorial iden-
tity, and the operationalisation of those
policy-making and information frame-
works that support them. They recom-
mend to establish a communi-cation plat-
form between farmers, conservationists,
and other actors interested in the develo-
ment of the particular region.

3.7 AES should be accompanied
by a strong monitoring and
evaluation system

Procedures that enable rapid feed-backs
and learning processes are needed. Ade-
quate monitoring and evaluation regar-
ding environmental effects, and its feed-
back into programme and project steering
is vital for the continuous improvement
of schemes (KNICKEL & SCHRAMEK
1999, WILSON 1999). Monitoring can be
very effective if the monitoring system is
integrated into the general administrati-
on and control system outlined in Regu-
lation (EEC) No 3508/92.
The control and monitoring of im-
plementation, and the assessment of the
environmental and economic effects of
AES is crucial not only in respect of en-
suring a continuous improvement of
AES but also in order to back its credi-
bility to the public and in the internatio-
nal context.

4. Criteria for targeting and
evaluating AES in terms
of biodiversity

In the final section an overview of crite-
ria for targeting and evaluating AES in

terms of biodiversity is given. Biodiver-
sity is stressed for two main reasons:
First, until now there is far too little em-
phasis on biotic resources and nature
conservation concerns in the existing
schemes. Second, a detailed understan-
ding of the ecological links between far-
ming practices and wildlife value is ne-
cessary in order to formulate clear and
effective measures (KNICKEL 1999c).

The following overview of indicators
related to biodiversity is derived from a
study carried out at present and focusing
on the situation in Germany. In this stu-
dy it is tried to review and systematically
compile the large and rapidly expanding
body of literature on the connections
between farming systems and their ef-
fects on biodiversity (KNICKEL 1999a).
Central questions are: What do eco-
logists actually know about the minimum
requirements of flora and fauna in agri-
cultural landscapes? How are minimum
requirements defined as related to agri-
cultural land use patterns and practices?
The study will have two major results:
First, a data bank with detailed informa-
tion on the connections between biodi-
versity and agriculture (studies, data,
cross-references); second, an overall
concept for including biodiversity ob-
jectives in the definition of codes of
GAP.

A review of the large number of studies
available points to the following criteria
for targeting and evaluating AES in terms
of biodiversity:

� farm: farm type; farming system (con-
ventional, integrated, organic); live-
stock density (LU/ha); nitrogen (N)
balance (kg / ha UAA);

� arable farming (land): levels of fertili-
ser use; N balance - arable land; use
of pesticides / integrated pest control;
cropping diversity (defined by the
number of crops per rotation); avera-
ge field parcel size (large fields indi-
cate a more monotonous landscape
with little intermediate elements like
hedgerows, stonewalls and trees; vi-
sual feature and conditions for wildli-
fe to survive are poorer than in a well
structured landscape); percentage ex-
tensive / intensive crops; significance
of crops that have a high average N
surplus (oilseed rape, pulses);
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� grassland: levels of fertiliser use; N ba-
lance - grassland; average field parcel
size; percentage grassland with draina-
ge; grazing regime (intensity, timing);
grass cutting (frequency, timing);

� traditional farming systems: per cent
of total UAA / AA; key management
practices;

� area covered by high-value natural and
semi-natural areas (defined as bioto-
pes partly maintained by agriculture):
per cent of total area / UAA /AA; smal-
ler landscape structures; biotope types
(red list); percentage nature manage-
ment area; status of key habitats ty-
pes; fragmentation of natural habitats
(related to the interconnection between
biotopes and straigthening the edges
of biotopes as well as the visual fea-
ture of landscapes); stepping stones,
single trees (number/ ha), etc.;

� linear landscape structures: per cent of
total UAA (AA); field margins and
buffer strips; density of linear struc-
tures (m / ha UAA); maximum di-
stance of hedges (for birds, etc.);

� direct indicators of species diversity
in a certain area: appearance of �red
list� or key species (species which re-
act sensitive by changes of natural
conditions) (per cent of total number
of species; nnumber/ha); �red list� bio-
topes (per cent total area/UAA/AA);
population change of �red list� / key /
indicator species.

Source: KNICKEL (1999a,b)
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